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Accumulation is a key facet of reaching your
retirement goals. However, we tend to see far less
about portfolio drawdown, or decumulation—the
logistics of managing a portfolio from which you're
simultaneously extracting living expenses during
retirement. This can be even more complicated than
accumulating assets.
Pitfall: One of the big mistakes of retirement
distribution can be relying strictly on incomeproducing securities to meet income needs. Sticking
exclusively with income distributions can leave retirees
beholden to the current interest-rate environment.
We've seen that problem in sharp relief during the
past several years, as income-oriented investors have
been forced into riskier areas, such as emergingmarkets bonds, to scare up the income they need.

income is essentially a total-return approach that relies
on regular rebalancing to provide income for living
expenses. Using such a structure, a retiree would own
bonds and dividend-paying stocks but would also own
other stock types, including those that don't pay
dividends. Such a strategy could potentially provide a
better-diversified portfolio than the income-only
approach for some retirees, and may also allow a
retiree to enjoy a fairly stable standard of living.
All investments involve risk, including the loss of
principal. There can be no assurance that any financial
strategy will be successful. Diversification is an
investment method used to help manage risk. It does
not ensure a profit or protect against a loss. This is for
informational purposes only and should not be
considered tax or financial planning advice. Please
consult a tax and/or financial professional for advice
specific to your individual circumstances.

Workaround: The bucket approach to retirement
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ITI Financial Management is a
fee only, non commissioned
registered investment advisory
firm headquartered in
Springfield, Missouri. We
presently manage
approximately $70 million for
over 175 accounts. In
November 2009, Springfield
Trust & Investment Company
sold to a large out of town
bank holding company. After
17 years as a
shareholder/executive vice
president with Springfield Trust
& Investment Company, Troy
Kennedy founded ITI Financial
Management to continue to
provide the highest level of
personalized investment
management and financial
planning services. There are no
fees to hire ITI nor are there
any fees to terminate the
relationship. It is truly a
partnership with each client.

Tax-sheltered savings vehicles offer tax-deferred
compounding, meaning investors won't pay any taxes
on a year-to-year basis as long as they don't withdraw
any assets. And depending on the vehicle, they may
also receive a tax break on contributions and/or
withdrawals, too. Those tax breaks can help enhance
take-home return.
With all the attention paid to accumulating money in
those tax-sheltered accounts, many investors see saving
in a taxable account as a last resort—something to be
considered only after they've fully funded their taxsheltered accounts.
But investing via a taxable account can be a sensible
maneuver, and not just if you're running out of taxsheltered receptacles for your money. In fact, investors
may want to consider simultaneously funding their
taxable and tax-sheltered accounts, and the current tax
and interest-rate environment make saving in a taxable
account particularly sensible. Here are six key reasons
why.
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You'll have to choose from a preset menu if you're
investing in a company retirement plan, for example.
And while you may have more leeway when investing
in an IRA, there are still a few investment types that
are off limits. A taxable account is the one account
type that gives you carte blanche. (Of course, it also
gives you more opportunity to make mistakes!)
Reason 2: Compounding and potentially minimizing
taxes if you plan carefully.
When investing inside of a taxable account, it may not
be all that difficult to simulate the tax-deferred
compounding you get with many tax-sheltered
vehicles. The key is to choose investments that kick off
limited taxable income and capital gains distributions.
For example, income from municipal bonds is exempt
from federal and in some cases state income taxes.
Choosing tax-efficient securities can make it possible
to buy and hold a basket of securities for years inside a
taxable account while owing very little in taxes on that
portfolio during your holding period.
It's also worth noting that income is low on an
absolute basis right now, so the tax hit associated with
owning securities that produce income that is taxed at
your ordinary income tax rate is also going to be pretty
low, at least in dollar terms. (That will change if yields
go up, though.)

Reason 1: Flexibility.
Investing via a taxable account carries two key
advantages, both of which make the taxable account
more flexible.
First, liquidity: If you have near-term income needs or
are simply building an emergency fund, a taxable
account will allow you access to your money without
any strings attached (though you may owe taxes if your
investments have appreciated). True, a Roth IRA
allows you to tap your contributions (not your
investment earnings) at any time and for any reason,
which is one reason it's a suitable vehicle for younger
investors who are conflicted between saving for nearterm financial goals and retirement. But for higherincome folks who need to use their tax-advantaged
options for retirement savings, putting money for
liquidity needs into a taxable account may be the way
to go.
The other reason investing in a taxable account is so
flexible is that you can invest in literally anything.

Reason 3: You can use tax losses to reduce your tax
bill.
In addition to the ability to have your assets grow
without owing a lot in taxes, investing in a taxable
account also gives you the ability to harvest losses,
something that is not easy to do with investments held
inside tax-sheltered accounts. You can sell securities
that are trading below your purchase price and use
your loss (the difference between your purchase price
and your sale price) to offset capital gains or, if you
still have excess losses, up to $3,000 in ordinary
income.
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markets are efficient and that
advisors primarily add value by
coordinating the asset
allocation for clients based
upon risk tolerance, objectives,
and time horizons. The firm
has constructed 5 models for
clients that vary in risk to meet
the goals of each client. The
firm primarily uses passive
mutual funds in each model
and uses select actively
managed funds for bond,
commodity, and real estate
exposure. ITI uses several
research resources, including
many that were used over the
last 20 years, to assist with
the recommended asset
allocation and the appropriate
funds to utilize in each model.

In a year like 2008, when stocks were badly in the
dumps, the ability to engage in tax-loss selling was a
rare silver lining.
Reason 4: You may be able to enjoy no- or low-tax
withdrawals.
In addition to being able to keep your tax costs down
while you own the securities in a taxable account,
currently low capital gains rates also help you limit
your tax costs when you eventually sell them. As
recently as the late 1990s, a 20% long-term capital
gains rate applied to investors in the 28% income tax
bracket and above. Now, only investors in the very
highest income tax bracket (39.6%) pay a 20% longterm capital gains rate; investors in the 25% to 35%
brackets pay 15% and investors in the 10% and 15%
brackets currently owe no taxes on long-term capital
gains.
Reason 5: You'll have more control over your tax bill
in retirement.
The ability to pull your money out with limited tax
liability (because capital gains rates are pretty benign
right now) can prove particularly beneficial when you
begin taking money out of your accounts during
retirement. You'll owe ordinary income tax on
distributions from traditional 401(k)s and IRAs during
retirement, and the timing and size of those
distributions will be out of your control once you have
to begin taking required minimum distributions
(RMDs). By diversifying your asset mix across taxable
and Roth accounts, you'll help ensure that at least
some of your distributions will come out with low or
no tax ramifications.
Holding taxable assets in addition to tax-deferred and
Roth also helps ensure that, if you determine that you
want to convert some of your Traditional IRA or
401(k) assets to Roth, you'll be able to pay the
conversion-related taxes without having to dip into
your IRA/401(k) funds, thereby sidestepping further
taxes.
Reason 6: Your heirs will receive a step-up in basis.
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Another key advantage to investing inside of a taxable
account is that your heirs will be able to take
advantage of a step-up in cost basis, essentially wiping
out any capital gains tax liability that you racked up
over your own holding period. That means that when
they inherit assets from you, the taxes they'll eventually
owe when they sell will be calculated by looking not at
your purchase price but what they were worth at the
time of your death. Even if your heirs end up selling
the inherited assets shortly thereafter, you've still
reduced the drag of taxes on your overall estate.
401(k) and IRA plans are long-term retirementsavings vehicles. Withdrawal of pretax contributions
and/or earnings will be subject to ordinary income tax
and, if taken prior to age 59 1/2, may be subject to a
10% federal tax penalty. Direct contributions to a
Roth IRA are not tax-deductible but may be
withdrawn free of tax at any time. Earnings may be
withdrawn tax and penalty free after a 5 year holding
period if the age of 59 1/2 (or other qualifying
condition) is met. Otherwise, a 10% federal tax penalty
may apply. This is for informational purposes only and
should not be considered tax or financial planning
advice. Please consult with a financial or tax
professional for advice specific to your situation.
A municipal bond investor is a creditor of the issuing
municipality and the bond is subject to default risk.
Municipal bonds may be subject to the alternative
minimum tax (AMT) and state and local taxes, and
federal taxes would apply to any capital gains
distributions.
Investing does not ensure a profitable outcome and
always involves risk of loss. There is no guarantee that
diversification or asset allocation will protect against
market risk. These investment strategies do not ensure
a profit or protect against loss in a declining market.
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Monthly Market Barometer
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1 Month, ending April 30, 2015. The U.S. Market
returned 0.53% (YTD 2.31%).
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The Morningstar Market Barometer provides a
visualization of the performance of various stock
market indexes. The color scale (red for losses and
green for gains) allows you to assess which areas of the
market performed strongly and which areas showed
weakness for the time period analyzed. The ninesquare grid represents stocks classified by size (vertical
axis) and style (horizontal axis). There are three
investment styles for each size category: small, mid
and large. Two of the three style categories are “value”
and “growth” while the central column represents the
core style (neither value nor growth characteristics
dominate). Large-caps account for the top 70% of the
capitalization; mid-caps represent the next 20%; and
small-caps represent the balance.
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